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Pendant Style: Choose from chamber or no chamber style pendant. Chamber pendants have a discreet, air and water tight compartment. No chamber style 

has no inner vessel and is generally thinner. Companion (double-chamber) available for all metals except stainless steel. 

 

Back Options: You may personalize the back with another print (finger, hand or foot), a photo or a signature for additional cost 
 

Personalized Buck Knife Memorial 

 

PER-0327SS 

Knobleman Knife: 3.75"L 

(closed) 

Create a unique memorial in honor of a loved one to remember 

them always. This functional memento can be engraved with a 
photo, print (finger, hand or foot), handwriting like a special note 

or signature, text engraving or a combination.  

One Print Option: $160.00 

Two Print Option: $210.00 

Three Print Option: $260.00 

Half-print with Name Heart Jewelry (Available w/ chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

HPN-503/3109 

 

Chamber style- 24 mm x 24 
mm  

 

No chamber style- 22 mm x 22 
mm 

Your loved one's actual fingerprint is featured on half of this 

classic heart pendant with a 3-character name or initials set on 

the other half to create a beautiful memorial. Upgrade your chain 
for an additional fee: an 18" rope chain is included with each 

Sterling Silver and/or Stainless-Steel pendant purchased, unless 

an upgraded chain is selected. 
. 

Starting at $144.00 for 
Stainless Steel. Additional 

selections will alter price 

Oval with Fingerprint Jewelry with Chamber (Available w/out chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

FP-501/3507 

Chamber Style  

25 mm H x 18 mm W x 5 mm  
Non Chamber  

 25 mm H x 18 mm W 

Create a timeless family heirloom with your loved one's actual 

fingerprint etched onto a classic oval pendant. The engraving is 
so deep, you can feel the raised swirls of the fingerprint with 

your own fingertips. This charm may be worn as a necklace, 

added to a charm bracelet or key fob. Choose between a full-
coverage fingerprint or fingerprint with rim style. Upgrade your 

chain for an additional fee: an 18" rope chain is included with 

each Sterling Silver and/or Stainless-Steel pendant purchased, 
unless an upgraded chain is selected. 

Starting at $210.00 for 

Stainless Steel. Additional 
selections will alter price 

Heart Jewelry with Photo with Chamber (Available w/out chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

PH-503/3109 
Chamber style- 24 mm x 24 

mm  

No chamber style- 22 mm x 22 
mm 

our loved one's actual photograph is laser engraved onto the face 

of this classic heart pendant. Many options are available like 
choosing an interior urn compartment and additional engraving 

or decoration for the back. Upgrade your chain for an additional 

fee: an 18" rope chain is included with each Sterling Silver 
and/or Stainless-Steel pendant purchased, unless an upgraded 

chain is selected. 

Starting at $210.00 for 

Stainless Steel. Additional 

selections will alter price 

Teardrop Heart- half print with Name with Chamber (Available w/out chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

HPN-504/3746 

Chamber style 31 mm H x 22 
mm W x 5 mm thick 

No Chamber style - 29 mm H 

x 20 mm W 

Your loved one's actual fingerprint is featured on one half of the 
heart pendant with a three-character name or initials juxtaposed 

on the other half for a beautiful memorial. Upgrade your chain 

for an additional fee: an 18" rope chain is included with each 
Sterling Silver and/or Stainless-Steel pendant purchased, unless 

an upgraded chain is selected. 

Starting at $210.00 for 
Stainless Steel. Additional 

selections will alter price 

Oval "V" Ring with Fingerprint with Chamber (Available w/out chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

FP-2044/B 
Oval Front (no compartment 

style)- approx. 3/8"W x 1/2"H 

Oval Front (compartment 
style)- approx. 5/8"W x 1/2"H 

An actual fingerprint is engraved onto the metal's surface of this 

popular oval ring style. Allow up to 1 business day to create from 

when we receive your fingerprint or other print file. Choose from 
a compartment option to hold a tiny memory pendant such as 

sand from a favorite beach- the inner chamber is air and water 

tight to keep contents safe. 

Starting at $170.00 for 

Stainless Steel. Additional 

selections will alter price 

Rectangle Ring Fingerprint Jewelry (Available w/ chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 

2045/B-FP 

Stainless Steel: approx. 3/4" x 
3/8" (19mm x 10mm) 

Precious Metals: approx. 

21/32" x 3/8" (17mm x 10mm) 

Create a personalized ring of a loved one's fingerprint that is 

engraved onto this handsome classical design. The fingerprint 

covers the entire front surface and is truly unique memento to 
treasure always. We now offer front and inside engraving. Front 

engraving allows 3 letter characters, like initials that is placed 

over the fingerprint while inside engraving is located behind the 
face of the ring with a 5-character limit. 

Starting at $114.00 for 
Stainless Steel. Additional 

selections will alter price 

Dog Tag with 3D Handwriting (Available w/ chamber and metal upgrade. Ask for additional pricing). 

 HW-507/3172 Create a timeless family heirloom pendant using handwriting Starting at $144.00 for 



  

 

Chamber Style  
25 mm H x 17 mm W x 5 mm 

thick 

No Chamber Style 30 mm H x 
20 mm W 

from an actual signature or note. The background is cut away- 
leaving the letters raised for a three-dimensional effect. The back 

can be engraved with text, photo, fingerprint and more. Upgrade 

your chain for an additional fee: an 18" rope chain is included 
with each Sterling Silver and/or Stainless-Steel pendant 

purchased, unless an upgraded chain is selected. 

Stainless Steel. Additional 
selections will alter price 

 

Birthstone Charm  

 

71204926 

6 mm x 8 mm 

Our beautiful birthstone charm complements most of our 

fingerprint and memorial jewelry while adding more 

personalization. Fingerprint charms sold separately.  
 

Available in sterling silver or gold plating.  

 
These synthetic gems do not hold ashes 

Sterling Silver: $20.00 

Gold Plating: $24.00 

Toggle Heart Bracelet Chamber Only  (Comes in customizable birthstones and engravable)  

 

7.5" L 
Sterling Silver adjustable charm bracelet with sterling silver heart 

w/birthstone  
$350.00 

Swirl Chamber Only (Comes in customizable birthstones and engravable) 

 

.78" H x .5" W 
Sterling Silver pendant with birthstone in center includes an 18" 

Sterling Silver chain. 
$250.00 

Cross w/CZ Stone Chamber Only (Comes in customizable birthstones and engravable) 

 

1.1" H x .688" W 
Sterling Silver pendant with cubic zirconia in center includes an 

18" Sterling Silver chain. 

 

$250.00 

Remembrance Tree Chamber Only  

 

1" Dia. x .12" D Sterling Silver pendant includes an 18" Sterling Silver chain. $225.00 

Carbon Fiber Bracelet – Long Chamber Only (Engravable)  

 

8.5" L x .5" W 
Carbon fiber bracelet with Stainless Steel links (Also available in 

7.75" L) 
$195.00 

Carbon Fiber Cross Chamber Only 

 

1.75" H x .188" W  
Stainless Steel - All Men's jewelry can hold cremated remains. 

Includes a matching 20" chain. 
$165.00 

Etched Cylinder Chamber Only 

 

1.75" H x .188" W 
Stainless Steel Pendant includes coordinating 20" chain. 

 
$150.00 

Large Teardrop Chamber Only (Engravable) 

 

.75" H x .5" W Stainless Steel Pendant includes coordinating 20" chain. $150.00 

These prices are effective as of the above date and are subject to change without notice. The following list represents the urns regularly offered for sale 

by Humboldt Cremation & Funeral Service and is subject to stock on hand. Other memorial items and keepsakes may be available on a special-order 

basis. 


